K–8 Hands-on STEM Solution
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Aligned to the Georgia Standards of Excellence for Science
deltaeducation.com/georgia

Dear Georgia Educator,
Welcome to Delta Education’s K–8 STEM Solution for Georgia—featuring the latest edition of FOSS®
(Full Option Science System™) courses. We are excited to work with you as you review instructional
materials that support the Georgia Standards of Excellence for Science.
Our Middle School program centers on active, inquiry based science investigations complete with
abundant engineering challenges, class sets of informational texts, writing about science in notebooks,
and rich technology resources to reinforce student learning. Additionally, we provide your teachers with
educative support to be successful implementing your Standards of Excellence through:
• Detailed investigations that include step-by-step procedures, instructional notes, science
background knowledge, and correlations to the Science and Engineering Practices, Disciplinary
Core Ideas and Cross-Cutting Concepts
• Formative and summative assessments to document and monitor student learning
• Resources and strategies to support your ELA and Math Instruction
• Science notebooks that provide authentic writing experiences and create a record of learning
• Technology to engage, inspire, and excite your students both in the classroom and at home
• Teacher Preparation Videos for each FOSS and many DSM investigations
• Face-to-face professional development and ongoing technical assistance
FOSS—the leading research-based, hands-on science program in the USA—has shown to improve
student achievement on standardized tests in science, math and reading. Put our expertise and
experience to work for you. We would be honored to share our award-winning program with your
team, set up a pilot and/or arrange for in-district review materials. Current FOSS customers, please
contact us to discuss upgrading your existing materials to our newest modules.
To learn more about what our program offers your students, teachers, and parents please visit our
GA specific resources at deltaeducation.com/georgia and browse through this brochure.

Sincerely,

Kip Bisignano
Science Curriculum Sales Consultant
Delta Education/FOSS
kip.bisignano@schoolspecialty.com
614.406.2982

Kathy Webster
Georgia Inside Sales
kathy.webster@schoolspecialty.com
603.579.3413
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Meet the Georgia Standards of
Excellence for Science
Delta Education’s STEM solution to improve Georgia
students’ college and career readiness includes:
• Hands-on, inquiry-based science kits complete with all
the investigation materials
• Writing in science notebooks
• Reading in informational texts
• Extensive support for teachers of all backgrounds
• In-depth assessment to guide instruction
• Technology resources for teachers and students
on FOSSweb
• Customized professional development

Put Our Results
to Work For You!
FOSS is proven to
increase test scores,
not only in science,
but in reading and
math as well!
Read more of our
success stories at
deltaeducation.com/
fossresults

FOSS is 2016 Curriculum of the Year
The FOSS program is widely recognized by experts and organizations
across the country for outstanding quality, rigor, support, and effectiveness!
See our complete list of awards and honors at
deltaeducation.com/fossawards

CURRICULUM OF THE YEAR

BEST WHOLE CURRICULUM–SCIENCE

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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Your Partner in Academic Success and
College and Career Readiness
Delta Education, the leader in hands-on science curriculum
for more than 30 years, is pleased to offer a comprehensive,
multi-modal K-8 STEM solution that supports both you
and your students as you build towards mastery of the
Georgia Standards of Excellence for Science.

SCIENCE NOTEBOOKS

Students organize data and
thinking to create a personilized
record of learning.

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

SCIENCE-CENTERED
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Ongoing assessment monitors
student progress and drives
future instruction.

Using the connections between
science and language arts,
students read, write, and
discuss their experiences.

T
AC

IVE

INVESTIGAT

IO

N

REAL-WORLD
APPLICATIONS

READING
INFORMATIONAL TEXT

Engineering and problem
solving challenges make
connections to everyday life.

Students analyze
informational text to
extend and enrich
their experiences.

INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY

Online activities review and
provide application opportunities
for each investigation.
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Each Hands-on Module from
Delta Education includes:
Student
Reading
Durable
Storage

Teacher Support
Materials

Online
Resources

Investigation
Equipment

FOSS Earth History Module for Grades 6–8

1 Teacher Support Materials

3 Student Reading

The Teacher's Guide for each module his core instructional
tool provides you with all the support you need to successfully
facilitate the investigations. Teacher Preparation Videos for each
investigation and additional resources can be found on FOSSweb.

Student readings from FOSS Science Resources and Delta
Science Readers connect students’ firsthand experiences
to informational text. 32 copies are included in each kit and
digital-only options are available.

2 Investigation Materials*

4 Online Resources

Durable equipment and materials selected and designed to be
age and developmentally appropriate at each grade level lead to
successful investigations for all students.

FOSSweb provides a one-stop online resource for eBooks,
eInvestigations Guides, videos, virtual investigations and tutorials,
vocabulary (English and Spanish) interactive whiteboard
activities, online assessment, and much more.
* FOSS Third Edition modules include enough materials for two (2) class uses.
FOSS Next Generation modules include enough materials for three (3) class uses,
and FOSS Middle School courses include enough materials for five (5) class uses.
Delta Science Modules include enough materials for one or two (1–2) class uses.

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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Delta Education Promotes Excellence in
Teaching and Learning
Engage your students like never before with our handson curriculum. Delta Education programs offer proven
teaching strategies and classroom-tested materials and
investigations to help students engage with with three
dimensions of learning:
• Master science and engineering practices
• Develop understanding of disciplinary core ideas
• Make connections through crosscutting concepts
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Engaged Learners Master Key
Science Concepts
At Delta Education, we believe that the best way to learn
science is by doing science. Students first engage with
STEM concepts and practices through high interest,
inquiry-based, hands-on investigations. These concepts
are then reinforced through a powerful combination of
reading, writing, discussion, and technology – teaching
children to express and support their thoughts and
arguments with evidence.

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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Reinforce Science Concepts through
Literacy and Language Development

Reading Informational Texts
Delta Education programs provide support for concepts
that students have explored firsthand with engaging
readers for independent or whole-class reading. These
articles extend the hands-on experience and reinforce new
vocabulary and key standards. Extensive teacher support
is provided to assist students in making sense of data from
scientific texts.
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Writing

Listening and Speaking

Keeping a science notebook helps students organize
their observations, process data, and maintain a record of
their learning for future reference and help them study for
state-mandated exams. The processes of writing about
science experiences and communicating thinking not
only build writing skills, but are also powerful learning
devices for students.

Investigations in Delta Education programs are typically
performed in collaborative groups. In this environment
students are immersed in a culture of speaking and listening
to each other as they share ideas, build argumentation skills,
solve problems, and ask and answer questions..

With FOSS, students have regular, structured
opportunities to talk in pairs and small groups and
to present their findings to the class. They learn to
contribute accurate, relevant information to their
discussions and there are often opportunities to
engage in argumentation from evidence.

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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Technology to Support
Students, Teachers, and Parents
FOSS online resources, available through FOSSweb, are
developed in tandem with investigations, reading, and
notebooks to provide teachers and students with a

seamlessly integrated experience. Technology resources are
specifically included to support the hands-on experiences,
objectives and learning progressions in FOSS modules.

Resources for Students

Online Interactives

Virtual Investigations & Tutorials
Streaming Video

Resources for Teachers

Digital Teacher Resources

Middle School Teaching Slides
Teacher Preparation Videos
hOmE/schOOL
cONNEc TiON
Investigation 3:
Milkwee

hOmE/SChOOL
CONNEC TiON
B
Investigation 3:
Engineering

Resources
for Parents
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Motion and Matter
Module
Investigation 3:
Engineeering
No. 18—Teacher
Master

Insects and Plants
Module
Investigation 3:
Milkweed Bugs
No. 15—Teacher
Master

Assessment Tools to Gauge Learning
and Guide Instruction
Delta Education’s inquiry-based assessment system includes
teacher observations, student response sheets and notebook
entries, self-assessments, and summative exams.
Digital assessment is available for FOSS titles, featuring
automatic coding and both class- and student-level reporting.
Assessments for designing Science
Investigations according to the
Standards of Learning

Checklists for Observation
and Performance Assessments

Summative Assessment
with Multiple Choice and
Written Response items

Formative Assessment Strategies
with Science Notebooks

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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In-Depth Support for Educators
Delta Education’s Georgia STEM Solution allows not only
students to learn and expand their skillset but teachers as
well. Every investigation provides scientific background
information, how to teach key concepts to children, tips
to incorporate literacy strategies, and helpful teaching tips
gathered from decades of classroom experiences.
Helpful background information allows
you teach science content with confidence
438-6094-C_TXT_152256C_TXT 11/13/15 2:58 PM Page 5

S

CIENCE BACKGROUND

Additional science background information
appears at the beginning of each activity and
in the Delta Science Reader section.
Why offspring look like their parents has long
fascinated people. In 1865 a monk named
Gregor Mendel first demonstrated that
heredity, the inheritance of characteristics, or
traits, follows specific laws. He did this by
breeding many generations of pea plants and
closely studying which traits—for example,
the shapes and colors of seeds and pods—
were exhibited by which offspring.
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Today we know that proteins determine the
characteristics of all the general body
features of an organism. Each characteristic
of those features, such as size, color, shape,
and so on, is determined by one or more
proteins. Among individuals, variations in the
characteristics of features are a result of
variations in the proteins present in the cells.
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Proteins can be described as “information
macromolecules.” Millions of different complex
proteins can be formed from the 20 or so
different amino acid building blocks. The
information in a protein can be expressed as an
enzyme that makes a single reaction occur in a
cell, or as a hormone that carries a message
from one cell to another. A protein may also
serve as a structural component of a cell.
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Decades of research on how children
learn best is distilled for content specific
to each investigation

At the time of Mendel’s work, scientists
thought that an offspring’s traits were just a
blending of the parents’ traits. Mendel
showed, however, that traits were transmitted
individually in distinct units that he called
factors—which would eventually
namedFunctions
Examples ofbe
Language
genes—that could retainAnalyze
their individual
natures and be passed on
for many
Apply
generations.
Ask questions

THE ROLE OF LANGUAGE IN
SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING
PRACTICES

Clarify

Language functions are the purpose for which speech or
writingwork
is used
Mendel’s
went largely
unnoticed until
Classify
and involve both vocabulary and grammatical structure.German,
Understanding
Austrian, and Dutch
biologists all
Communicate
and using language functions appropriately is importantindependently
in effective rediscovered
it in the early
Compare
1900s.in all
communication. Students use numerous language functions
Conclude
disciplines to mediate communication and facilitate thinking (e.g., they
Construct
plan, compare, discuss, apply, design, draw, and provide evidence).
Critique
In science, language functions facilitate the enactment of scientific and
engineering practices. For example, when students are collecting data,
they are using language functions to identify, label, enumerate, compare,
estimate, and measure. When students are constructing explanations, they
are using language functions to analyze, communicate, discuss, evaluate,
and justify.
A Framework for K–12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts,
and Core Ideas (National Research Council 2012) provides a “set of
essential practices as essential for any education in the sciences and
engineering.” Each of these scientific and engineering practices
requires the use of multiple language functions. Often, these language
functions are part of an internal dialogue weighing the merits of various
explanations—what we call thinking. The more language functions
with which we are facile, the more effective and creative our thinking
can be.
The scientific and engineering practices are listed below, along with
a sample of the language functions that are exercised when effectively
engaged in that practice. (Practices are bold; language functions
are italic.)
Asking questions and defining problems
• Ask questions about objects, organisms, systems, and events in the
natural world (science) or define a problem (engineering).
Planning and carrying out investigations; analyzing, and
interpreting data
• Plan and conduct investigations.
• Observe and record data.
• Measure to extend the senses to acquire data.
• Organize observations (data), using numbers, words, images,
and graphics.

Science-Centered Language Development

deltaeducation.com/georgia

In the 1940s, it was discovered that genes
carry the instructions for making proteins,
and that genes are made of deoxyribonucleic
acid, better known as DNA. DNA had first
been identified in 1869 and it was already
known that nucleic acids are formed from
smaller building blocks called nucleotides.
A nucleotide is made up of a sugar, a
phosphate, and one of five different bases.
But how genes replicated was still a key
question. In order to answer it, scientists had
to know DNA’s molecular structure.
The structure of DNA was finally unraveled in
1953, when the now famous double-helix
shape was discovered by Francis Crick and
James Watson at the University of Cambridge
in England, and Maurice Wilkins and Rosalind
Franklin at King's College in London.
Watson and Crick found that, like a ladder,
the long strands of nucleotides were linked
together by rungs of chemical bonds, and
further, that the bonded pairs were always
the same. This led them to theorize that one
half of the ladder serves as a template for
making the other half. They were proved
correct before the end of the decade.
Another type of nucleic acid, ribonucleic acid
(RNA), differs from DNA in several ways.
Deoxyribonucleic acid contains the sugar
deoxyribose. DNA molecules contain the
bases adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C),
and thymine (T). They have two strands of
nucleotides paired together. The bases from
DNA—From Genes to Proteins

Describe
Design
Develop
Discuss
Distinguish
Draw
Enumerate
Estimate
Evaluate
Experiment
Explain
Formulate
Generalize
Group
Identify
Infer
Interpret
Justify
Label
List
Make a claim
Measure
Model
Observe
Organize
Plan
Predict
Provide evidence
Reason
Record
Represent
Revise
Sequence
Solve
Sort
Strategize
Summarize

In-depth language development strategies
help to make science time literacy time as well
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Scientists then searched for the mechanism
of heredity—the means by which the traits
were passed from one generation to the
next. They first noticed that chromosomes,
threadlike structures located in the nucleus
of the cell, seemed to follow patterns similar
to Mendel’s factors. This led them to theorize
correctly that Mendel’s factors, or genes,
were carried on chromosomes.
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Professional Development:
Supporting Georgia Educators
Professional Development is a key ingredient to the
successful implementation of an inquiry-based science
program such as FOSS and Delta Science Modules. Put our
experience to work in your classroom and see how easy
it is to engage students in active learning. We strive to
develop long-term partnerships with districts and teachers
through thoughtful planning, effective implementation,
and ongoing teacher support.

Customized Professional Development services supporting
Georgia educators include:

Planning
Careful planning is the key to successful implementation.
We can help you set clear goals and benchmarks and build
a customized plan that works for your district to meet the
specific needs of your teachers.

Implementing

Effective implementation includes face-to-face
workshops to introduce the FOSS and Delta Science
Modules materials, teaching resources, instructional
design, specific te aching strategies, classroom
coaching, and mentoring.

Sustaining
Ongoing support, leadership development, semi-annual
newsletters, and networking opportunities maintain the fidelity
of your implementation and support further staff growth.

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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Resources for Grade K
Physical Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Materials and Motion Module

Earth Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Trees and Weather Module
n DSM Properties Module

Life Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Animals Two by Two Module
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Resources for Grade 1
Physical Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Sound and Light Module
n DSM Force and Motion Reader

Earth Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Air and Weather Module

Life Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Plants and Animals Module

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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Resources for Grade 2
Physical Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Solids and Liquids Module
n DSM Force and Motion Reader

Earth Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Pebble, Sand, and
Silt Module
n FOSS Sunshine and
Shadows Module
n Delta Sky Reader

Life Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Insects and Plants Module
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Resources for Grade 3
Physical Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Measuring Matter Module

Earth Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Soils, Rocks,
and Landforms Module
n DSM Dinosaurs and
Fossils Module

Life Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Structures of Life Module
n FOSS Water and Climate Module

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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Resources for Grade 4
Physical Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Energy Module
n DSCR Work and
Machines Reader

Earth Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Earth and Sun Module

Life Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Environments Module
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Resources for Grade 5
Physical Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Mixtures and Solutions Module
n DSM Electrical Circuits Module
n DSM Electromagnetism Module

Earth Science
Instructional Materials

n DSM Erosion Module
n DSCR Weathering and
Erosion Reader

Life Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Living Systems Module
n DSCR Heredity Reader
n DSCR Cells and Classification Reader
n DSCR Ecosystems Reader

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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Resources for Grade 6
Earth Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Earth History Course

Earth Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Weather and Water Course

Earth Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Planetary Science Course
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Resources for Grade 7
Life Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Diversity of Life Course

Life Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Populations
and Ecosystems Course

Life Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Human Systems
Interactions Course
n FOSS Heredity and
Adaptations Course

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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Resources for Grade 8
Physical Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Waves Course
n FOSS Gravity and Kinetic
Energy Course

Physical Science
Instructional Materials

n FOSS Electromagnetic
Force Course

Physical Science
Instructional Materials

nn FOSS Chemical Interactions Course
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Try FOSS and DSM today.
See why they’re the best!
Pilot Opportunities
Available!
Test Delta Education’s handson STEM program for Georgia
in your classroom this school
year — commitment free! Your
sales manager will craft a pilot
plan tailored to fit your school or
district’s unique evaluation needs.
Ongoing support, leadership
development, and networking
opportunities maintain the fidelity
of your implementation and
support further staff growth.

Test Drive FOSSweb
Register for a FOSSweb.com account and then enter
the code below to receive 180 days of trial access.
• Teacher Materials
• Student Resources
• Multimedia
Grades K–5
NGK5GA180P
(case sensitive)

Grades 6–8
MSGA180AMP
(case sensitive)

Contact your Sales Manager, Susan Hardy, at 770.296.9286
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K–8 Hands-on STEM Curriculum for Georgia
Delta Education offers a complete hands-on K-8 curriculum solution to support
the Georgia Standards of Excellence for Science.
Earth Science (Grade 6)

Life Science (Grade 7)

Planetary Science s

Human Systems Interactions n
6-Week Course

6-Week Course

Earth History s

Heredity and Adaptation n

Gravity and Kinetic Energy n

Weather and Water s

Populations and Ecosystems s

Chemical Interactions s

Diversity of Life n

Electromagnetic Force n

12-Week Course

12-Week Course
12-Week Course

6-Week Course

12-Week Course

12-Week Course

Physical Science (Grade 8)
Waves n

6-Week Course

12-Week Course
6-Week Course

Grade

Physical Science

Earth Science

Life Science

5

Mixtures and Solutions n
Electrical Circuits u
Electromagnetism u

Erosion u
Weathering and Erosion k

Living Systems n
Heredity k
Cells and Classification k
Ecosystems k

4

Energy n
Work and Machines k

Earth and Sun n

Environments n

3

Measuring Matter l

Soils, Rocks, and Landforms l
Dinosaurs and Fossils u

Structures of Life n
Water and Climate n

2

Solids and Liquids n
Balance and Motion l

Pebbles, Sand, and Silt n
Sunshine and Shadows u
Sky k

Insects and Plants n

1

Sound and Light n
Force and Motion k

Air and Weather n

Plants and Animals n

K

Materials and Motion n

Trees and Weather l
Properties u

Animals Two by Two l

l FOSS Third Edition n FOSS Next Generation u Delta Science Module s FOSS Middle School Second Edition k Delta Readers

KIP BISIGNANO

KATHY WEBSTER

Science Curriculum Sales Consultant
Delta Education/FOSS
614.406.2982
kip.bisignano@schoolspecialty.com

Inside Sales
603.579.3413
kathy.webster@schoolspecialty.com

deltaeducation.com/georgia

Contact us today to find out
more about commitment-free
piloting opportunities
for Georgia schools!

